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Abstract 

The pyrolysis and oxidation of acetone were studied using three complementary experimental 

setups. Jet-stirred reactor experiments were performed at four equivalence ratios (ϕ = 0.5, 1, 2, and 

∞), at pressure of 1.067 bar (800 Torr) and over the temperature range of 700–1200 K for pyrolysis 

and 600–1150 K for oxidation. The decomposition of acetone starts around 800 K with a 

conversion rate of 50% obtained around 1000 K in both pyrolysis and oxidation studies. The main 

stable products detected in both conditions are small hydrocarbons (methane, ethane, and ethylene), 

with also acetaldehyde, CO and CO2 for oxidation. Oscillation behavior was detected beyond 

1000 K under oxidation conditions and the products were followed with on-line mass spectrometry. 

Ignition delay times were measured using a rapid compression machine at pressures of 20 and 40 

bar under non-diluted stoichiometric conditions over the temperature range 850-1100 K. The 

ignition delay times measured in the present study, combined with shock tube data of literature, 

exhibit a slight inflexion to the Arrhenius behavior, but no negative temperature coefficient. 

Laminar burning velocities were measured using a flat flame burner at atmospheric pressure for 

three fresh gas temperatures: ambient temperature, 358 and 398 K. A detailed kinetic model of the 

combustion of acetone including 852 species and 3265 reactions was developed. This new kinetic 

mechanism predicts relatively well the experimental measurements of ignition delay times, the 

mole fraction of the products in the jet-stirred reactor including oscillations and laminar burning 

velocities. Related flow rate and sensitivity analysis are also presented providing new insights into 

the acetone reaction network. 
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1. Introduction  

Acetone, CH3COCH3, is an important organic solvent used in various industrial processes [1]. Due 

to its thermodynamic properties (e.g., energy density, heating value, octane number), acetone is 

considered as an alternative fuel for internal combustion engines and a well-known intermediate in 

the combustion of hydrocarbons and oxygenates [2–4]. Acetone is a potential solvent in processes 

proposed to catalytically convert lignin in high-valued fuel commodities [5]. In addition, due to its 

ability to fluoresce, acetone is commonly used in the laser induced fluorescence (LIF) 

spectroscopic method as a tracer to map the distribution of fuels in combustion processes [6]. It is 

an affordable non-toxic tracer whose high vapor pressure (3.06 × 10'(	bar) allows seeding of 

flows with high concentrations. Its broad absorption feature (225 to 320 nm) is accessible with 

high-energy pulsed ultraviolet (UV) lasers while fluorescence can be achieved between 350 and 

550 nm [6]. Moreover, acetone plays an important role in atmospheric chemistry as the most 

abundant oxygenated organic species in the upper troposphere [7]. It is produced in situ by the 

oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) of anthropogenic and biogenic sources [8] and 

can be emitted by uncontrolled combustion processes [9]. The oxidation of acetone and reactive 

by-products in the atmosphere promotes the formation of NOx which are important precursors of 

tropospheric ozone, a key secondary pollutant [10]. Despite its importance in both industrial 

processes and atmospheric chemistry, little is yet known about the reactivity of acetone in hot 

environments and a better understanding of the chemistry of its thermal decomposition and 

oxidation is needed. 

Table 1 summarizes the experimental studies in the literature concerning the oxidation and 

pyrolysis of acetone. The investigation of the pyrolysis of acetone started in 1974 using flash 

vaporization [11] in a pyrolysis tube and the formation of CO, methane and H2 was indicated by 
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gas chromatography analysis. Later, Ernst et al. [12] used reflected shock waves (1350–1650 K) 

with time-resolved UV absorption at 290 nm to measure the rate constant of the initiation reaction 

((CH1)2CO	 → 	CH1CO + CH1	). Sato and Hidaka [13] used a shock tube to follow the time-

resolved evolution of species during acetone pyrolysis (1100–1570 K) by various spectroscopic 

methods (UV absorption, IR absorption, IR emission) and a single-pulse technique to measure 

product yields. The main stable products detected were CO, CH4, C2H6, C2H4, C2H2, and CH2CO 

(ketene); C3H4 (propyne), C3H4 (allene), C3H6 (propene), C3H8, and 1,3-C4H6 were found in lower 

amounts. In 2018, Yu et al. [14] conducted an experimental and theoretical study on the pyrolysis 

of acetone in a jet-stirred reactor (JSR). In addition to the species detected by Sato & Hidaka [13], 

six additional compounds were quantified, namely 1-C4H8, iC4H8, nC4H10, iC4H10, C5H6, and C6H6. 

Finally, Zaleski et al. [15] studied the flash pyrolysis of acetone at 1800 K in a heated SiC (Silicon 

Carbide)  micro reactor using broadband rotational spectroscopy. They observed ketene as the 

major product, together with minor formation of acetaldehyde (CH3CHO), propyne, and propene. 

They showed that acetaldehyde directly resulted from the substitution of acetone methyl group by 

a free H-atom and provided an experimentally derived rate constant at 0.13 mbar and proposed a 

pressure dependent formulation for this reaction. 

Investigations on the gas-phase oxidation of acetone started from 1968 by Barnard and Honeyman 

[16,17] and Hoare et al. [18,19] using closed Pyrex vessels at temperatures below 800 K. Using 

the same methods as during their pyrolysis study, Sato and Hidaka [13] also investigated acetone 

oxidation and published a kinetic mechanism including 164 reactions and involving 51 species. 

Tsuboi et al. [20] studied the oxidation and decomposition of acetone behind reflected shock waves 

over the temperature range 1280–1720 K using UV absorption and IR emission. Pichon et al. [21] 

carried out measurements of acetone ignition delay times behind reflected shock waves over the 

temperature range 1340–1930 K, at 1 atm and at equivalence ratios of 0.5, 1 and 2. Pichon et al. 
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[21] developed a kinetic model (81 species and 419 reactions) well predicting ignition delay times 

(IDTs), as well as their flame velocity measurements described hereafter. As shown in Table 1, to 

the best of our knowledge, the pyrolysis of acetone has been studied in a JSR [14] but its oxidation 

has never been studied, neither in a JSR nor in a rapid compression machine (RCM). 

Table 1. Summary of the main experimental studies in the literature after 1999 on acetone 

pyrolysis, oxidation, and flames as well as product mole fraction profiles, IDTs and laminar flame 

velocities. 

aFresh gas temperature, bTroom is room temperature. 

Instrument 
Measured 
property 

Experimental conditions 
Reference 

T (K) P (bar) ϕ 

Shock tube 

Ignition delay 
times 

1340-1930 1.013 0.5-1-2 Pichon et al., 2009 [21] 

Mole fraction 
profiles 

1280-1720 0.537-0.790 1 Tsuboi et al., 1999 [20] 

1100-1570 
1050-1650 

1.216-2.229 
1.216-2.229 

∞ 
0.5-2 

 
Sato and  Hidaka., 2000 [13] 

Jet stirred 
reactor 

700-1136 1.013 ∞ Yu et al., 2018 [14] 

Flat flame 
burner 

273 a 
273 a 

2.10-2 
4.10-2 

1 
1.5 

Li et al., 2008 [22] 

Troom a, b 
Troom a, b 

2.10-2 
4.10-2 

0.76 
1.83 

Liao et al., 2021 [23] 

Laminar 
Burning 
Velocity 

298 a 1.013 0.7-1.6 Konnov et al., 2009 [24] 
298-358 a 1.013 0.6-1.4 Nilsson et al., 2013 [25] 

Constant 
Volume 
Chamber 

298 a 1.013 0.8-1.5 Pichon et al, 2009 [21] 
298 a 1.013 0.7-1.7 Burluka et al., 2010 [26] 

343, 393 a 1.013 0.7-1.6 Gong et al., 2015 [27] 
400 a 1.013 0.8-1.6 Zhang et al., 2018 [28] 

Stagnation 
flame burner 

298 a 1.013 0.75-1.4 Chong et al., 2011 [29] 

Bunsen 
burner 

373-523 a 
473 a 

1 
1-10 

0.6-1.4 
0.7-1.2 

Wu et al., 2016 [30] 

433 a 1 0.7-1.3 Wu et al., 2017 [31] 
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Experiments on flame structure were performed by Li et al. [22] et Liao et al. [23]. Both teams 

used a flat flame burner at low-pressure and synchrotron vacuum ultraviolet photoionization 

coupled to molecular beam mass spectrometry (SVUV-MBMS). They observed methyl radical and 

ketene as major intermediates independent of the mixture composition and methyl-ethyl-ketone 

and formaldehyde in rich conditions. Additionally, Liao developed a kinetic model including 495 

species and 2779 reactions.  

Concerning acetone flame velocities, the first measurements were performed using a Bunsen 

burner from 1959 (Gibbs et al. (1959) [32], Khitrin et al. (1961) [33]); later, as shown in Table 1. 

Wu et al. [30,31] used this type of burner with chemiluminescence and fluorescence techniques. 

Laminar flame velocity data were also obtained in constant volume bombs coupled with high speed 

cameras to record flame propagation by Molkov et al. (1981) [34], and later by Pichon et al. [21], 

Burluka et al. [26], Gong et al. [27], Zhang et al. [28] and using a stagnation flame burner by Chong 

et al. [29] with particle image velocimetry. Only the group of Konnov [24] used a flat flame burner 

combined with the heat flux method. This apparatus presents the advantage of a really low stretch 

effect (≈ 1 s-1) [35] allowing a direct calculation of the laminar burning velocity from the measured 

value. On the contrary, most of other methods like the one presented in Table 1, consist in 

interpolating a value measured with optical systems on a stretched flame what increases 

uncertainties. The acetone flame velocities under atmospheric pressure and for a fresh gas 

temperature of 298 K peaked around 35 cm/s at an equivalence ratio (f) of 1.1. However, even 

without considering the oldest measurements, a significant data scattering is observed with a 

difference up to 14 cm/s at f = 0.9. A maximum deviation of 4.5 cm/s at 298 K was observed 

between the two studies performed using both the heat flux method. Very few data, only three 

measurements at 358 K (f = 0.6, 0.7 and 1) using the heat flux method, were obtained for higher 
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fresh gas temperatures, and here also with a significant dispersion of the data. New kinetic models 

were proposed by Pichon et al. [21] (mentioned before), Burluka et al. [26] (129 species and 1252 

reactions) and by Zhang et al. [28] (247 species and 1378 reactions); Chong et al.  [29] and Nilsson 

et al. [25] only updated respectively Pichon et al.’s and Burluka et al.’s models.  

In conclusion of the previous concise literature review, the aim of the present work is to perform 

experimental measurements in: 

• a JSR (Nancy) over a temperature range from 600 to 1200 K (pressure of 106.7 kPa and 

residence time of 2 s) under oxidative and pyrolytic conditions with product quantification, 

•  a RCM (Aachen) at pressures of 20 and 40 bar under non-diluted stoichiometric conditions 

over the temperature range 850-1100 K with IDT recording, 

• a flat flame burner (Nancy) to measure laminar flame velocities (heat-flux method) at 

atmospheric pressure, and three temperatures: ambient, 358, and 398 K. 

The obtained results are then used to develop and validate a kinetic model of acetone pyrolysis and 

oxidation. 

2. Experimental methods  

This section describes the used experimental techniques, i.e. the JSR set-up and the connected 

analytical procedures, the RCM device, and the flat flame burner (see experimental conditions in 

Table S1-S3 in supplementary material (SM)), as well as the numerical methods enabling to 

simulate these experiments. Since the three experimental devices used have already been described 

in detail in the literature, only a brief description is provided here. The reactants used in Nancy 

were oxygen (purity ≥ 99.999%), helium (purity ≥ 99.999%), and nitrogen (purity: 99.995%) 

provided by Messer France, and acetone (purity ≥ 99.8%) by Carlo Erba Reagents. In Aachen, both 

the oxygen and the nitrogen are of ≥ 99.999% purity and were obtained from Westfalen AG and 
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argon (purity ≥ 99.996%) from Linde AG. Acetone was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich was of HPLC 

grade ≥ 99.9%.  

 JSR experiments 

2.1.a. JSR set-up 

The JSR setup at LRGP-Nancy has been frequently used in the studies of thermal decomposition 

and oxidation of hydrocarbons (e.g. Herbinet et al. [36]), oxygenated (e.g. Namysl et al. [37]) and 

nitrogenized (e.g. Pelucchi et al. [38]) liquid fuels. The reactor consists of a 92 cm3 fused silica 

sphere, into which the gases enter through a centrally located injection cross, which is composed 

of four nozzles providing turbulent jets for an efficient mixing. The heating of the reactor is 

achieved through Thermocoax heating elements fitting the spherical shape of the JSR. The 

temperature is controlled by Eurotherm 3216 controllers and K-type thermocouples. To ensure a 

homogeneous temperature in the JSR, the fresh gas mixture is preheated and diluted in an inert gas 

to avoid significant temperature gradients due to the oxidation exothermicity. The pressure is 

regulated by a valve downstream of the reactor. Calibrated mass and Coriolis flow controllers are 

used to control gas and liquid flow rates and the liquid fuel is mixed homogeneously into the gas 

flow using He as a carrier gas through a controlled evaporation mixing system (CEM, Bronkhorst). 

The relative uncertainty in liquid and gas flow rates is about 0.5%.  

The acetone pyrolysis and oxidation experiments were performed at a constant pressure of 1.067 

bar, a residence time of 2 s, for three equivalence ratios (0.5, 1, and 2), for an initial fuel mole 

fraction of 0.01, and over the temperature range 700–1200 K for pyrolysis and 600-1150 K for 

oxidation. Simulations were performed using the perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) module in the 

Chemkin software [39]. 
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2.1.b. Gas chromatography analyses  

The products leaving the JSR are transported through a heated (T = 353 K) transfer line for analysis 

using three GCs. A first gas chromatograph, equipped with a Carbosphere packed column and a 

thermal conductivity detector (TCD), is used for the quantification of light-weight compounds, 

such as oxygen, methane, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The identification of C2+ species 

is performed using a second GC, which is fitted with a Q-Bond capillary column and coupled to a 

mass spectrometer with a standard 70 eV electron ionization. A third GC, fitted with a Q-Bond 

capillary column and a flame ionization detector (FID) preceded by a methanizer, is used for the 

quantification of compounds containing from 1 carbon atom, e.g., CO, CO2, methane, up to 

compounds with 6 carbon atoms, e.g., benzene. Due to their complete hydrogenation, the 

methanizer (nickel catalyst) allows the diagnostic to be sensitive to the detection of carbonyl-

bearing species like CO and CH3CHO. FID and TCD calibrations are performed using gaseous 

standards provided by Air Liquide for O2, CH4, CO, and CO2. The other species detected with the 

FID are calibrated using the effective carbon number (ECN) method. The relative uncertainties of 

the mole fractions of the species detected by GC and calibrated using gaseous standards were 

estimated to be ±5% [40] while the relative uncertainties of the mole fractions of the species 

calibrated using the ECN method were estimated to be ±10%. A good reproducibility between TCD 

and FID measurements allowing the quantification of similar species (CO, CO2, and CH4) was 

observed (see results here-after). As shown in Table S4 in SM, the carbon atom balance is above 

90%, except between 975 and 1100 K under pyrolysis condition, when it drops down to 82% at 

1050 K. 
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2.1.c. Product analysis during oscillation behavior in JSR experiments  

Oscillation behavior (periodic transient variations of mole fraction as a function of time) was 

observed with acetone beyond 1000 K under oxidation conditions. This transient evolution of 

temperature and of mole fractions of reactants and products have already been reported during 

oscillating limit cycles during JSR fuel oxidation [41]. In order to measure the evolution of species 

mole fraction during these oscillations, a quadrupole mass spectrometer (MS) with in-line sampling 

was used. The sampling line consisted of a capillary tube with a fused silica portion connected to 

the JSR and a stainless-steel portion connected to the MS. Signal at m/z 58, 44, 32, 28, 16 and 2 

were recorded and were attributed to acetone, carbon dioxide, oxygen, carbon monoxide, methane, 

and hydrogen, respectively. A direct calibration was performed for the fuel and oxygen. For 

reaction products, the calibration was performed using mole fractions obtained from gas 

chromatography under non-oscillating conditions as reference. Relative uncertainties in mole 

fractions are ±10% for the fuel and oxygen, and ±20% for reaction products. 

2.1. RCM experiments  

Previous descriptions of the high-pressure RCM at HGD, RWTH Aachen University can be found 

in Lee et al. and Ramalingam et al. [42,43]. The heating of the mixing vessels, manifold, and the 

reaction chamber is controlled and monitored by type T thermocouples. The mixture is prepared 

by monitoring the partial pressures with the help of two static pressure sensors (STS ATM.1ST: 

0−0.5 bar, STS ATM.1ST: 0−5 bar). The pressure change in the reaction chamber is recorded with 

a Kistler 6125C11U20 pressure sensor. The compressed temperature is calculated with the aid of 

the adiabatic compression and expansion routine of Gaseq [44]. The contributing factors to the IDT 

measurement uncertainties have been discussed in Ramalingam et al. [43], and therefore, only the 

evaluated values are listed. The compressed temperature uncertainty is estimated to be within ±5 
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K, and the IDT variation is within 20%. Non-reactive pressure profiles are obtained for each 

measured temperature point to account for the facility effects during simulations. The simulation 

method for IDT has been discussed and outlined in the review works [45,46]. In brief, the initial 

conditions of pressure, temperature, mixture composition, and the selected mechanism along with 

the converted effective volume time histories obtained from the non-reactive pressure profiles are 

used as inputs for the zero-dimensional simulation of the IDT. Figure 1 shows the IDT 

measurement for acetone at 20 bar under stoichiometric condition along with its non-reactive and 

simulated pressure trace.  

 

Fig. 1. Pressure traces of non-diluted stoichiometric acetone mixtures at 20 bar. 

 

2.2. Flame experiments  

The flat-flame burner in LRGP-Nancy was built following the design established by De Goey [35] 

and has been used previously to measure the laminar flame velocities of gasoline components 

including ethanol [47] and oxygenated biofuels such as tetrahydrofuran [48]. The burner head is a 

circular perforated brass plate of 30 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness. Holes are 0.5 mm diameter 

and are spaced by a pitch of 0.7 mm. Eight type K-thermocouples of 0.5 mm diameter are soldered 
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in the plate from the center to the periphery at different angles. This plate is mounted on a plenum 

chamber surrounded by a heating jacket to control fresh gas temperature. The exit plate is also 

heated by another heating system, from its periphery, to ensure adiabatic conditions. During 

combustion, heat loss occurs from the flame to the burner, so the plate is heated (about 50 K higher 

fresh gas) to bring heat flux to unburnt gas and compensate energy loss. If the fresh gas velocity is 

lower (respectively higher) than the adiabatic burning velocity, heat losses are higher (respectively 

lower) than the input energy. The flame is thus stabilized under subadiabatic (respectively 

superadiabatic) conditions, which implies a higher (respectively lower) temperature at the center 

of the plate measured by thermocouples. Under adiabatic conditions, heat losses and gain balance 

out and a flat temperature profile is observed on the burner plate. In this case, it has been shown 

that the velocity of the adiabatic flame is equal to the velocity of the gas. 

Oxygen and nitrogen flow rates are regulated by Bronkhorst High-Tech Mass Flow Controllers 

and the liquid fuel flow rate is monitored using a Bronkhorst mini-CORI-FLOW Mass Flow 

Controller. The fuel, stored in a tank, is mixed to nitrogen before entering an evaporator. This 

mixture is then blended to oxygen to redial an artificial air (21% O2 + 79% N2) before being injected 

in the plenum chamber.  

The uncertainties of the laminar flame velocity measurements vary with the experimental 

conditions (fuel, T, P, ϕ) and thus calculated for each case. The uncertainties of the mass flow 

controllers are 0.2% plus an error of 0.5 g/h, 0.8%, and 0.2% for fuel, oxygen, and nitrogen 

respectively. This leads to a global maximum error on laminar flame velocity of 0.55%. A 

maximum error on laminar flame velocity of 1.92% due to the flat temperature profile is estimated. 

A maximum uncertainty of 2.1% is due to the temperature in the plenum chamber. Finally, an error 

of 0.2 cm/s is attributed to other sources of uncertainty that are difficult to quantify (e.g., flame 
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distortion, like edge effects, purity of compounds). This leads to a maximum relative uncertainty 

of 8.6 % and a maximum absolute uncertainty of 1.41 cm/s on burning velocity. The equivalence 

ratio error due to uncertainties of the fuel and oxygen mass flow controllers is estimated to 1%. 

3. Kinetic modeling  

A new kinetic model has been developed in this work and is provided as SM in CHEMKIN format 

with thermochemical and transport data. A nomenclature is also given in Table S5 in SM. Because 

AramcoMech 3.0 has been widely chosen as base mechanism for large molecules and shows 

superior performance, it is the base mechanism in this work [49]. It is part of the development of a 

common model for C3-C5 ketones whose details can be found for 2- and 3-pentanone [50]. The 

reaction classes considered are similar to alkanes [51]. Reactions arising from interactions between 

the acetonyl radical and molecular oxygen are included for completeness. The thermal 

decomposition of acetone giving methyl and acetyl radicals is analogous to butanone [52], however 

increased by a factor of 4 compared to butanone and 2-pentanone to consider the influence of the 

higher pressure dependence of small species in unimolecular reactions. Saxena et al. [53] calculated 

this reaction rate constant with variable reaction coordinate transition state theory (VRC-TST). 

According to [54], a factor of 2 of uncertainty on the reaction rate constant is expected with this 

method. Furthermore, the authors mention an additional 30% uncertainty due to the fitting with 

Troe parameters for pressure dependency. This computational method also provides an uncertainty 

on the barrier energy of the transition state as well as CCSD(T)/sugh-cc-pVTZ+2df//MP2(full)/6-

311++G(2d,2p) [55], CBS-QB3 [57] or G3//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory [52]. It can be 

estimated as 1 kcal/mol uncertainty on the activation energy which leads to a factor of 1.65 

deviation on the reaction rate constant at 1000 K. With these considerations, multiplying the 

reaction rate constant from Thion et al. [52] by 4 ends up with a factor of 3 higher than the 
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calculation by Saxena et al. [53], within the uncertainty of their calculations and fittings. This 

reaction rate constant is in good agreement with recent works on acetone combustion kinetics as 

shown in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. High pressure limit reaction rate constants for the thermal decomposition of acetone 

CH3COCH3=CH3CO+CH3. Comparison of this work with Pichon et al. [21], Saxena et al. [53], Saheb et al. [55],  

Lam et al. [56] and  Yu et al. [57]. 

The H-atom abstraction reactions from the fuel by OH and HO2 were calculated by Zhou et al. [58] 

and Mendes et al. [59], respectively. The activation energy for H-atom abstraction by HO2 was 

decreased by 3 kcal/mole for optimal performance, as suggested by Fenard et al. and Thion et al. 

[50,52]. All other rate coefficients are derived from a 2-pentanone kinetic modeling work, [50] 

which mainly consists of analogies with butanone. In case reaction rate parameters cannot be found 

for ketones, adapted ones from alkanes are used. Table 2 details the origin of the data used. 

Table 2: Acetone detailed kinetic reaction sub-mechanism used in the present study (𝑘 =

𝐴 × 𝑇: × 𝑒𝑥𝑝	(− ?@
AB
)) in units of s, cm3, mole, calories. 

N° Reaction A n Ea Ref. 
1 CH3COCH3(+M)<=>CH3+CH3CO(+M) 2.689E+28 -3.360 88546.3 [52]a,b,c 
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2 CH3COCH3(+M)<=>CH3COCH2+H(+M) 6.108E+16 -0.275 97579.1 [52]a,c 
3 CH3COCH3+O2<=>CH3COCH2+HO2 4.100E+13 0.000 49150.0 [52]a 
4 CH3COCH3+OH<=>CH3COCH2+H2O 1.326E+02 3.290 -1001.4 [58] 
5 CH3COCH3+HO2<=>CH3COCH2+H2O2 3.972E-03 4.510 13635.1 [59]d 
6 CH3COCH3+H<=>CH3COCH2+H2 1.476E+05 2.877 7093.0 [60]a 
7 CH3COCH3+CH3<=>CH3COCH2+CH4 1.733E+00 3.892 8229.0 [60]a 
8 CH3COCH3+O<=>CH3COCH2+OH 1.000E+13 0.000 5962.0 [52]a 
9 CH3COCH3+CH3O<=>CH3COCH2+CH3OH 4.340E+11 0.000 4660.0 [52]a 
10 CH3COCH3+C2H3<=>CH3COCH2+C2H4 1.230E+11 0.000 4278.0 [52]a 
11 CH3COCH3+C2H5<=>CH3COCH2+C2H6 1.000E+11 0.000 11600.0 [52]a 
11 CH3COCH3+CH3O2<=>CH3COCH2+CH3O2H 4.460E-05 5.091 12422.7 [61] 
12 CH3COCH3+CH3COCH2O2<=>CH3COCH2+C3KET21 4.460E-05 5.091 12422.7 [61] 
13 CH3COCH3+H<=>CH3CHO+CH3 7.096E+12 -0.076 7920.7 [52]a 
14 CH3COCH2<=>CH3+CH2CO 4.190E+18 -1.600 38408.5 [52]a,c 
 duplicate     
15 CH3COCH2<=>CH3+CH2CO 1.083E+15 -0.503 61517.2 [52]a,c 
 duplicate     
16 CH3COCH2+ H<=>CH3CO+CH3 1.214E+53 -10.445 44763.9 [52]a,c 
17 CH3COCH2+O2<=>CH3COCHO+OH 1.050E+04 1.800 40324.0 [61]c 
18 CH3COCH2+O2<=>CH2COCH2O2H 1.310E-04 3.770 23378.0 [61]c 
19 CH3COCH2+O2<=>CH3COCH2O2 2.000E+13 -0.640 29.0 [61]c 
20 CH3COCH2O2<=>CH3COCHO+OH 7.810E+06 1.310 62005.0 [61]c 
21 CH3COCH2O2<=>CH2COCH2O2H 1.020E+03 2.200 47829.0 [61]c 
22 CH2COCH2O2H=>CH2O+OH+CH2CO 4.190E+18 -1.600 38408.5 [52]a,c 
23 CH2COCH2O2H<=>CYC3KET2+OH 6.767E+09 0.460 17700.0 [62]f 
24 CH2COCH2O2H+O2<=>O2CH2COCH2O2H 1.000E+13  -0.640 29.0 [61]g 
25 O2CH2COCH2O2H<=>HCOCOCH2O2H+OH 1.020E+03 2.200 45829.0 [62]h 
26 HCOCOCH2O2H=>CH2O+HCO+CO+OH 1.802E+41 -7.826 55289.5 [52]a,c 
27 CH3COCH2+HO2<=>CH3COCH2O+OH 8.168E+25 -3.620 14669.2 [52]a,c 
28 CH3COCH2+CH3COCH2O2<=>CH3COCH2O 

+CH3COCH2O 
5.080E+12 0.000 -1411.0 [63] 

29 CH3COCH2+CH3O2<=>CH3COCH2O+CH3O 8.168E+25 -3.620 14669.2 [52]a 
30 C3KET21+O2<=>CH3COCH2O2+HO2 3.746E+13 -0.791 33620.0 [62] 
31 CH3COCH2O2+CH3COCH2O2=>CH3COCH2O 

+CH3COCH2O+O2 
1.400E+16 -1.610 1860.0 [62] 

32 CH3COCH2O<=>CH3CO+CH2O 5.730E+13 -0.025 4473.5 [52] 
a: analogy to butanone. b: pre-exponential factor enhanced by a factor of 4 compared to butanone. c: high pressure 
limit. d: activation energy decreased by 3 kcal/mol. f : pre-exponential factor reduced by a factor of 3 [50]. g: second 
addition to O2 similar to first addition to O2 divided by 2 [62]. h: analogy with alkane [62] with a reduction of Ea by 2 
kcal/mol 

The sub-mechanism of acetone also contains the chemistry of butanone and methyl vinyl ketone to 

ensure the accuracy of the model as the reaction of acetonyl + methyl radical leads to the formation 

of butanone, which can yield methyl vinyl ketone. The validation of the butanone and methylvinyl 

ketone on IDTs available in the literature [45,64–66] are presented in SM. The thermodynamic 

properties of acetone (CH3COCH3), acetonyl (CH3COCH2), acetonylperoxy radical 
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(CH3COCH2O2) and oxyacetonyl (CH3COCH2O) were calculated with methods described in [50]. 

The thermodynamic data for other species in the acetone submechanism were estimated via group 

additivity methods [68]. The transportation data were taken from RMG [68]. 

4. Results and discussion 

The JSR pyrolysis of acetone is discussed first. Then the measurements concerning the oxidation 

of acetone both in RCM and JSR are described. Finally, the data obtained for laminar flame 

velocities are presented. All the experimental measurements are provided in spreadsheets provided 

in SM. The data obtained experimentally are compared with the predictions using the kinetic model 

described in the previous section. 

4.1. Thermal decomposition of acetone 

The JSR pyrolysis experiments were performed over the temperature range 700-1200 K, with a 

residence time of 2 s and a pressure of 1.067 bar. As is shown in Figure 3, the major products 

quantified are carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH4), ethylene (C2H4) and ethane (C2H6), in 

agreement with the study of Yu et al. [14]. Propyne (C3H4), allene (C3H4), propene (C3H6), 

1,3-butadiene (C4H6), 1-butene (C4H8), acetaldehyde (C2H4O) and benzene (C6H6) were found as 

minor species.  

Figure 3a shows the mole fraction profile of acetone, whose decomposition starts around 875 K, 

with a conversion of 50% obtained around 1000 K. Above 1175 K, acetone conversion is complete. 

The acetone mole fraction profile is well reproduced by the kinetic model. This is also the case for 

the mole fractions of CO Figure 3b, one of the three products produced in largest amounts. The 

mole fraction of CH4 (Figure 3c) and C2H4 (Figure 3d), the two other major products, are also well 

predicted.  
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The experimental mole fraction profile of propyne (Figure 3f), allene (Figure 3g), propene (Figure 

3h), and benzene (Figure 3i) is well captured by the kinetic model. Under pyrolysis conditions, the 

benzene formation can be explained by the recombination of propargyl radicals as investigated by 

Miller et al. [69]. At 1100 K, the peak mole fraction of C2H6 (Figure 3e) and C3H6 (Figure 3h) are 

underpredicted by 38% and 21% respectively; higher deviations are observed for C4 products and 

acetaldehyde. 

As shown in Figure SM1, the inclusion of the reaction between acetone and atomic hydrogen 

forming acetaldehyde (CH3COCH3+H<=>CH3CHO+CH3) with a rate coefficient of 8.745´107 s-1 

as proposed by Zaleski et al. [15] leads to the same prediction of the mole fraction for the major 

products using the present kinetic model. Acetaldehyde is however more overestimated than with 

the unmodified kinetic model over the temperature range 1000-1125 K. 
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Fig. 3. Mole fraction profiles of acetone and products during the pyrolysis of acetone in a JSR at P = 1.067 bar 
and τ = 2.0 s. Symbols: experimental data; and lines: computed data. 
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A flow rate analysis for acetone consumption and a sensitivity analysis on the acetone mole fraction 

were performed at 1000 K where 50% of acetone is consumed (Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively).  

Acetone is converted through two main reaction pathways. The major route of acetone 

consumption (70.3% of the flux) at pyrolysis conditions is the H-atom abstraction by methyl 

radicals (R7 of Table 2), which produces methane and a CH3COCH2 radical. CH3COCH2 

undergoes a β-scission reaction forming ketene (CH2CO), a stable product for which the GC is not 

sensitive. Ketene reacts through methyl addition followed by a fast decomposition giving carbon 

monoxide and an ethyl radical. This latter intermediate leads to ethylene. Ethylene leads to the 

formation of acetylene by H-abstraction and of propene by addition of methyl radical. Acetylene 

is the source of propyne, then allene and benzene.  

 

Fig. 4. Rate of consumption analysis for acetone pyrolysis at 1000 and 1200 K (1.067 bar, residence time of 2 s). 
The size of the arrows is proportional to the reaction flow of acetone consumption as indicated by the numbers in 

parenthesis (green color for 1000 K, red color for 1200 K). 
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The second consumption pathway (21.6% of the flux) is acetone unimolecular decomposition (R1) 

leading to methyl and acetyl radicals (CH3CO), which decomposes completely to produce CO and 

again a methyl radical. Methyl radicals essentially recombine together to produce ethane or react 

with the fuel to yield methane. A minor route of acetone consumption (<2% of the flux) is the 

addition of a H-atom followed by a CH3-elimination to produce acetaldehyde, a minor product. 

The over-estimation of acetaldehyde by the kinetic model might be due to uncertainties in the 

kinetic parameters of this minor pathway forming acetaldehyde directly from the fuel. When 

temperature increases, the acetone unimolecular decomposition starts to be dominant (this channel 

account for 90% of acetone consumption at 1200 K) and the H-abstraction pathway is of lower 

importance. This explains why the model predicts C2H4 mole fraction decreases when the CH4 

mole fraction increases.  

A second flow rate analysis was performed at 1200 K where about 100% of acetone is consumed 

indicating that the main channel consuming acetone (91.4% of the flux) is the unimolecular 

decomposition (R1) leading to methyl and acetyl radicals (CH3CO). 

The sensitivity analysis on the mole fraction of acetone is performed at 1000 K under the conditions 

of Figure 4. It confirms that the unimolecular decomposition of acetone (R1) and its H-atom 

abstraction by methyl radical (R7) have the highest promoting effect on acetone consumption. 

Since it competes with reaction R7, the recombination of two CH3 radicals has the strongest 

inhibiting effect for acetone consumption. 
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Fig. 5. Sensitive reactions to the mole fraction of acetone during pyrolysis at 1000K and corresponding to 50 % 
of conversion (first-order local sensitivity coefficients are: Si,j = ∂ln(mole fraction of i)/	∂ln(reaction rate of j)). Only 

reactions, for which the absolute value of the sensitivity coefficient is above 0.02 are shown. 

4.2. Oxidation of acetone 

This section displays the experimental data obtained with the RCM and the JSR under oxidation 

conditions. The last part presents the adiabatic laminar burning velocity measurements. All these 

data are compared with the predictions using the kinetic model developed in the present work. The 

specificities of the acetone gas phase chemistry are highlighted through kinetic analyses. 

4.2.1. Ignition delay times  

Figure 6 displays the ignition delay times of acetone measured at pressures of 20 and 40 bar under 

non-diluted stoichiometric conditions over the temperature range 850-1400 K. The experimental 

IDTs exhibit an apparent Arrhenius behavior but a change in reactivity is visible at lower 

temperatures. 

-0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1
Sensitivity coefficients

CH2CO+CH3=C2H5+CO

(6) CH3COCH3+H=CH3COCH2+H2

2CH3(+M)=C2H6(+M)

(1) CH3COCH3(+M)=CH3+CH3CO(+M)

(7) CH3COCH3+CH3=CH3COCH2+CH4
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Fig. 6. IDTs of non-diluted stoichiometric acetone/O2/inert mixture in a RCM (circles) and in a shock tube 
(squares) at 20 bar (open symbols) and 40 bar (full symbols). Simulations: single lines constant volume simulations, 

double lines: variable volume simulations. 

To get a deeper insight into the auto-ignition mechanism of acetone, sensitivity analysis on IDT 

were performed in two temperature regimes. A negative coefficient indicates that the reaction 

contributes to a decrease in IDT and therefore to an increase in reactivity as to the reverse one 

positive coefficient indicates a reaction that decreases reactivity. At higher temperatures, the 

unimolecular decomposition of acetone dominates the reactivity as depicted in Figure 7. This 

reaction strongly enhances the reactivity as it enhances the fuel conversion. On the contrary, the 

H-atom abstraction reaction by H-atom inhibits the reactivity. Interestingly, the H-atom abstraction 

reaction from acetone by OH inhibits the reactivity at higher temperatures but promotes the 

reactivity at 900 K. At this temperature, the unimolecular decomposition of acetone forming CH3 

is slow and does not compete with the H-atom abstraction reactions. Under intermediate 

temperatures, the fastest steps to produce the reactivity enhancer that is methyl radical is the 
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production of acetonyl radicals. The fastest reaction to CH3COCH2 is acetone + OH. At T = 

1400 K, the radical pool is mainly populated with methyl radicals produced via unimolecular 

decomposition of acetone and by acetone + CH3 giving CH4, CH3 and ketene in a two-step pathway. 

 

Fig. 7. Sensitivity analysis on the acetone specific reactions on IDTs of non-diluted stoichiometric 
acetone/O2/inert mixtures at 40 bar at 900 and 1300 K. Sensitivity coefficient are: σi = log(τi+/τi−)/ (log (2.0/0.5)) 
where τi+ is the IDT calculated with an increase of a factor of 2 in the reaction i (ki), and τi− is the IDT calculated 

with a decrease of a factor of 2 per ki. 

The examination of the constant volume simulations unravels a deviation from Arrhenius behavior 

that can be attributed to the low temperature chemistry of combustion. At 900 K, the species 

controlling the reactivity are peroxyl radicals [70]. The acetonyl radical can add to molecular 

oxygen to form a peroxylacetonyl radical (RO2). The short carbon chain of acetone hinders the 

intramolecular H-atom migration reaction of peroxylacetonyl giving hydroperoxylacetonyl radical. 

As a consequence, a pathway consuming RO2 is its reaction with an acetonyl radical yielding two 

acetonyloxy radicals which formation enhances the reactivity. However, the H-atom abstraction 

reactions from acetone by HO2 and CH3O2 radicals, enhance the reactivity of acetone the most and 
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producing H2O2 and CH3O2H. These peroxy species can undergo an O-O bond fission yielding OH 

radicals that are sensitive on the reduction of the IDTs by H-atom abstraction reactions.  

4.2.2. JSR experiments 

The oxidation of acetone was studied in the JSR at 1.067 bar (800 Torr) for three equivalence ratios 

(ϕ = 0.5, 1.0 and 2) and an inlet fuel mole fraction of 0.01. The experimental and simulated results 

are shown in Figure 8. Under the studied conditions, acetone starts to react around 800 K. At ϕ = 

1, a conversion rate of 50% is reached at about 950 K and a complete consumption above 1075 K. 

Compared to pyrolysis (see Figure 3), the presence of oxygen shifts the start of the reactivity by 

about 82 K, 87 K and 132 K towards lower temperatures for ϕ = 2, 1 and 0.5, respectively. All the 

products detected in oxidation were also observed in pyrolysis, except for CO2, which was detected 

only in oxidation. The formation of benzene is slower under oxidative conditions compared to 

pyrolysis due to the interaction between benzene precursors, propargyl radicals, and molecular 

oxygen yielding ketene and formyl radical [71].  
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Fig. 8. Mole fraction profiles of the fuel and products during oxidation of acetone in a JSR at ϕ = 0.5, 1 and 2, P = 

1.067 bar and τ = 2.0 s. Symbols: experimental data; and lines: computed data. 
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Deviations between experiments and predictions for acetone conversion can be noted for the three 

equivalence ratios below 1000 K. The kinetic model predicts the conversion of the fuel at higher 

temperatures (900 K) than in the experiments, in which fuel consumption is already observed from 

800 K. The model does not properly catch the experimental mole fraction profile of CO2 below 

1000 K, where an early formation has been experimentally detected for ϕ = 0.5, 1 and 2, which is 

consistent with the experimental fuel consumption observed in this temperature range. The drop in 

CO mole fraction observed around 1000 K at f = 1 might only be due to experimental uncertainty. 

The addition of OH on the carbonyl of acetone was theoretically studied [72]. By the reaction 

CH3C(=O) CH3 + OH = CH3C(=O) OH + CH3, the formation of acetic acid is expected. However, 

by adding this reaction to the model, no improvement was observed for the acetic acid mole fraction 

profiles. Caralp et al. [72] confirmed that the H-atom abstraction reaction from acetone by OH is 

favored over the addition channel. 

Concerning this deviation at low temperature, note that the kinetic model does contain some classic 

low temperature chemistry (addition of CH3COCH2 to O2 followed by isomerization to 

CH2COCH2OOH radical; the later one reacting by direct decomposition to formaldehyde, ketene 

and OH, decomposition to a cyclic ether + OH, and second addition to O2 providing ultimately 

branching). However, this chemistry does not play a role under the conditions of the present study 

due to large energy barriers (>48 kcal/mol for the isomerization step [61]). A test was performed 

to optimize the simulations: a lumped reaction, CH3COCH2 + O2, taken from the modeling group 

in Politecnico di Milano has been included in the model. This reaction leads directly to 

formaldehyde, ketene and OH with a rate coefficient of 8´1011 s-1 and no energy barrier [73]. As 

shown in figure SM2 in SM, the inclusion of this reaction enables to predict the low temperature 
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reactivity observed in JSR experiments fairly well (example CO2), but it significantly degrades the 

agreement for IDTs. Thus, this lumped reaction was not considered in the present kinetic model 

and the difference in reactivity at low temperature remains unresolved. The undesirable occurrence 

of heterogeneous reactions at the wall of the reactor cannot be fully excluded. The literature 

provides several studies about the catalytic oxidation of acetone (e.g., [74,75]) possibly yielding 

acetaldehyde and carbon dioxide [74], which are the two main reaction products observed in this 

temperature region. Catalysts are mostly supported ones (e.g., over silica) with metals or metallic 

oxides as active species. Reactivity onset occurs from 473 K. In the present study, the acetone-O2 

mixture is mainly in contact with fused silica and PFA polymer for which there is no evidence of 

catalytic activity reported in literature. The only heated metallic parts in contact with the mixture 

is the sampling loop of the gas chromatograph, but catalytic reactions are very unlikely as the 

present reactivity onset is observed at a temperature much above that of the sampling loop (and the 

loop was treated with an inert coating). Important amounts of CO2 are already observed at low 

temperature, while those of acetaldehyde remain modest. 

Transient behavior has been observed under high-temperature conditions (between 1025-1150 K 

and at ϕ =1). This transient behavior results in the periodic evolution of the gas phase composition 

as the function of the time and the steady state cannot be reached. This was previously observed 

for methane oxidation (Stagni et al. [76]). This phenomenon is typical from oxidation systems rich 

in methyl radicals. It is a cyclic succession of ignitions and extinctions occurring due to counter-

intuitive competitions between pathways the nature, of which depend on the conditions (e.g., 

equivalence ratio) that cause accumulations of radicals up to a critical radical concentration from 

which chemical runaway occurs. The reader can refer to [76] for a more detailed analysis of this 

phenomenon. As described in the experimental method, the time evolution of the species was 
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measured using a mass spectrometer with online sampling using a capillary tube directly sampling 

the gas phase in the reactor and by selecting m/z ratio relevant to the species involved in the 

reaction. Figure 9 displays the time evolution of the mole fraction of the fuel, O2 and representative 

products (T = 1050, ϕ = 1).  

Fig. 9. Experimental mole fraction of acetone, O2 and representative products recorded for a transient condition 
(T=1050 K, ϕ = 1) Solid line: mole fraction of the species according to the legend in graphs; dotted line, mole 

fraction of the fuel (m/z 58) for easier comparison. 

 

 

When oscillations occur, the mole fractions obtained from GC measurements and presented in 

Figure 8 are effectively averaged due to injection technique (200 µL sampling loop); the sample is 

a slice of the reactor outlet flow and the measured mole fraction depends on the sampling loop 

volume, flow rate, and oscillation properties (frequency, amplitude and periodic shape). Online 

mass spectrometry provides a better representation of the experimental phenomena when 

oscillations occur. Figure SM3 presents a comparison of the mole fraction obtained from GC and 
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those derived from MS data and shows a good consistency between both data sources. Concerning 

modelling, numerical oscillations were also observed for f = 1 above 1050 K, as is shown in figure 

SM-4, which explains the weird simulated traces presented in Figure 8.  

The prediction of the mole fraction profile of CO, CH4 and C2 compounds are relatively acceptable. 

While in pyrolysis, the formation of acetaldehyde was overestimated, here it is significantly 

underestimated. 

Figure 10 displays the flow rate for acetone consumption at f = 1, the analyses at other equivalence 

ratios are given in Figures SM5 and SM6 in SM.  Figures 11 and SM7 in SM present the sensitivity 

analyses for acetone consumption at f = 1 and 2 and at f = 0.5, respectively. Under rich conditions, 

no sensitivity is found for reactions directly deriving from acetone.  

 

 

Fig. 10. The reaction pathway network in the JSR oxidation of acetone at ϕ = 1. Conditions of simulation: 
1000 K, 1.067 bar, residence time of 2 s corresponding to 50 % conversion. 
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Fig. 11. Sensitive reactions to the mole fraction of acetone during oxidation at ϕ = 1 and 2 at 1000 K. 

 

For the three equivalence ratios, the major consumption pathways of acetone are similar with a 

major production of CH3COCH2 radical by H-abstractions. This radical is then mainly consumed 

by reaction R14 to produce ketene (CH2CO) and CH3 radicals. Ketene is mainly consumed by OH-

addition to produce CH2OH yielding formaldehyde and by H-abstractions to yield HCCO, a source 

of CO and CO2. As shown in Figure 11, under stoichiometric conditions, the reaction 

CH3+HO2<=>CH3O+OH has the highest promoting effect for acetone consumption. Conversely, 

the competing reaction, CH3+HO2<=>CH4+O2, has the largest inhibiting effect at ϕ =1 and 2, while 

it has a promoting effect at ϕ =0.5. The recombination of two CH3 radicals plays an inhibiting role 

for acetone consumption, as it is one of the termination steps in the pyrolysis process for the three 

equivalence ratios. Note also the significant promoting effect of acetone unimolecular 

decomposition, CH3COCH3 (+M) <=> CH3+CH3CO (+M). This kinetic analysis shows that the 
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methyl radical is playing a crucial role under these “high” temperature conditions. Note that this 

radical is also involved in the oscillation behavior observed for specific temperature and 

equivalence ratio conditions. Nevertheless, a direct parallel cannot be made between the situation 

in Figure 11 and that displayed in Figure 9 (oscillations) as conditions are different and as the data 

in Figure 11 are for a condition where steady state is obtained. 

 

As an intermediate conclusion, under pyrolytic conditions in a JSR, the consumption of acetone is 

initiated by the unimolecular decomposition reaction. It forms a methyl radical that can abstract an 

H-atom from the fuel and lead to the acetonyl radical. This radical undergoes a b-scission that 

forms again a methyl radical. Overall, CH3 leads the pyrolysis of acetone. 

To the contrary of pyrolysis, the unimolecular decomposition is a minor pathway in the oxidation 

process of acetone. Here, the H-atom abstraction reactions by OH and CH3 radicals are important 

pathways of reaction. However, the sensitivity analysis (fig. 11) shows that the most sensitive 

reactions during the oxidation of acetone are relative to the methyl radical. The fate of this radical 

dictates the overall oxidation behavior of acetone. CH3 + HO2 = CH4 + O2 or the recombination 

CH3 + CH3 (+M) = C2H6 (+M) depletes the radical pool while CH3 + HO2 = CH2O + OH or CH3 

+ O2 = CH2O + OH forms the OH radical. 

To summarize, under the studied conditions in a JSR, the combustion of acetone occurs via the 

formation of the methyl radical and an accurate submechanism of the combustion of methane is 

required to obtain precise simulations. 

Now concerning the behavior of acetaldehyde: In absence of oxygen, the H-atom addition on the 

carbonyl seems a legit pathway of production of acetaldehyde. The reaction rate used in this study 
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could be refined to match with the experimental data (reaction 13 in table 2). Nevertheless, we 

preferred to use the rate calculated by Thion et al. for butanone [52].  

In oxidative conditions, the effect of the aforementioned addition is not sufficient to explain the 

observed mole fraction of acetaldehyde. From figure 8, we can observe that the quantities of 

acetaldehyde formed does not vary with equivalence ratio. It eliminates the hypothesis of the 

involvement of an oxygenated radical in the CH3CHO production process. However, no convincing 

reaction pathway was found and we believe that this matter could benefit from further work. 

 

4.2.3. Burning velocity measurements 

 

Adiabatic laminar burning velocity measurements were performed under atmospheric pressure. 

The vapor pressure of acetone is high enough to allow experiments at several fresh gas 

temperatures: 306, 358 and 398 K. The ranges of investigated equivalence ratios are limited by 

flame instabilities or extinction under lean and rich conditions. For each temperature, the 

experiments are performed over larger equivalence ratio ranges than previous studies in the 

literature. Numerical data is calculated using the Premixed Laminar Flame-Speed module in 

Chemkin Pro software. The Soret effect is considered and the numerical parameters GRAD and 

CURV are both equal to 0.1. 

At 1 bar, while a lot of measurements were performed at ambient temperature [21,24–26,29,32–

34], only Nilsson et al. [25] completed experiments at 358 K and 3 studies exist with data around 

398 K [27,28,31]. Other works were achieved under other conditions (see Table 1). As shown in 

Figure 12a, at ambient temperature, the results are in good agreement with those of Nilsson and al. 

[25] and Chong et al. [29] under lean conditions. They are also in good agreement with those of 

Konnov et al. [24] for rich mixtures. The results obtained with the bomb method [21,26,34] are 
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scattered; for lean compositions, they all are lower than in that work. Data obtained with the heat 

flux method (Nilsson et al. [25], Konnov et al. [24] and this work) are in good agreement, in 

particular for rich mixtures. At 358 K (Figure 12b), there is a good agreement between our results 

and Nilsson’s ones except at ϕ =0.6. At 398 K (Figure 13c), the current experimental data are 

between the other sets of measurements; all results are extremely close under rich conditions. 

Figure SM8 in SM plot all the investigated temperature on the same graph. In each case the 

predictions fit relatively well the experimental data. However the kinetic model slightly 

overestimates the current burning velocity results around ϕ =1.1.  
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Fig. 12. Adiabatic laminar flame velocities of acetone in air under atmospheric pressure. a) 306 K (Numerical 
calculations don’t converge under ϕ =0.65), b) 358 K and c) 398 K. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this work, IDTs were measured at pressures of 20 and 40 bar and temperatures from 850 to 1100 

K. Experiments in a JSR coupled with GC were performed for pyrolysis (700-1200 K) and for 

oxidation (600-1150 K), with the quantified products being methane, ethane, and ethylene in both 

cases, with also acetaldehyde, CO and CO2 for oxidation. A detailed investigation of the observed 

transient behavior above 1000 K was also made. In addition, laminar burning velocities were 

measured at various fresh gas temperature (ambient temperature, 358 K and 398 K). Overall 

laminar burning velocities agree with the existing values from the literature and in particular those 

obtained with a similar device. However, the literature experimental data are somehow scattered 

which could seem surprising for such a small fuel. A new detailed kinetic model of acetone has 

been developed in this work and allows to reproduce reasonably well the experimental data 

obtained. This is especially the case for the fuel reactivity and the mole fraction of major 

intermediates, except for CO2 in oxidation below 1000 K. Deviations were observed for some 

minor species produced like acetaldehyde. Better predictions would likely benefit from revisiting 

the chemistry of formation and consumption of this small aldehyde which is a common 

intermediate in many oxidation studies. 
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